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Intermodulat ion products (IM) are spurious sie^nals
occuring at the output of a device, which are not in the
input of the device or network. They are caused hy nonlinear
processing (e.g. overdriven amplification) of two or none
input signals. The spurious signal is called "in-tand" if it
occurs within the bandwidth of interest and called
"ou t-of-hand" if it occurs outside the bandwidth of
interest. In-band T" can cause degradation of systen
performance. In-band l<^ can occur on tne frequency of a
desired signal and with a larr^e^ magnitude mask:ing the
desired signal. In-band and out-of-band IM utilize part of
the network's output power. This can dec^^pase the device
dynamic ranje, degrade desired signals and cause the networK
to go into saturation or other nonlinear operations. This in
turn causes the generation of additional IM which yields
further degradation.
Two or more strong input signals may be enough to start
the generation of intermodulat ion products. IM generally
occurs in any device when it is operated in or near tne
nonlinear region and has several input signals within its
input bandwidth. The point of concern is now large are these




In any area of commmications . inilitar;''. commercial, or
amateur. one of the major building blocks of a system is an
amplifier. This device may appear in many applications. It
may also have many ports. One such device is called the
multicoupler . It connects multiple receivers or transmitters
to a single antenna or single operatinr^ position.
The TDarticul^r device of interest here is the 'receivin^^
multicoupler which couples a single input to several
l3alanced outputs. The multicoupler operates at radio
fT'equencies in the military high frequency (ti?) band. 2-32
yiHz
. Single inputs nav be from an antenna, preamplifier, or
the outDut of anothe'' multicoupler. An amplifier stage is
needed to oveT*come the losses and provide the overall 1 dB
gain figure (plus or minus 1 d"B); the object being to
provide a single source to multiple users and not signal
amplification.
This device is widely used in military electronics on
fixed, mobile, shipboard and aeronautical platforms. Of
particular interest is its use at U.S. Mavy Hi^-^n frequency
Direction Finding (HFDF) sites. Tere a single element or
group of elements from an antenna array, such as a
Wullenveber circularly disposed antenna array (CDAA), have
to be fed to numerous users or processing points. Typically,
these multicouplers have one input and eight outputs. They





Figure 1. Multicoupler Chain
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one input to "be routed to as many as 54: to 512 pnoessin^-
points. Otviously, any errors or deficiencies occurring
early in the chain will propap^ate to all subsequent
processing points and degrade the entire chain.
Reference [l] discusses noise surveys made at various
Navy HFDF sites. Results of these surveys show tnat two
major sources of system noise were l'^ products and parasitic
oscillations. Parasitics have a two fold effect. They not
only put unwanted noise or oscillations into the system, tut
the resultant T)ower usa.^e of the oscillations reduces the
multicouplers dynamic range and produces IM as a ty-product.
The studies also showed that even in properly operating
nul ticouplers ''those which conformed to specifications' IM
products and distortion were prevalent due to the hign
f^ensity of signals in the environment. Vitn the next
p:eneration of multicoupleT's beinf^ reaped for contract,
there is 5 need to reexamine the current methods of
specifying IM product susceptitilitv, the adequacy of such
specifications, and the methods of testing for compliance
with these specifications.
Current specifications usually call for the use of two
tones or signals of a given voltage to te applied to the
«
multicoupler input and the IM resulting should be a given
number of decibels (d3) below the input signal level. A
newer method of testing might te more realistic. For several
years a technique of loading a circuit with white noise has
13

teen used fo-^ testing don^estic and international telephone
lines. The noise is applied to the ci'^cnit with a narrov/
frequency "band which has "been not'^hed out or rejected. At
the circuit output, the narrow stop'oand is reexanined and
the increase in noise in the notch is used as the measure of
IM, thermal noise and cross-talk caused ly the circuit. This
effectively simulates a single unused channel among many
loaded channels and indicates the amount of interference the
user of the clear channel would experience. Such methods can
logically and realistically le extended to mult icouplers
,
amplifiers and other wideband devices.
Section II addresses the two-tone method and section III
addresses the noise loading method. Section V' contrasts
sections II and III. Section V gives an evaluation of tne
white noise method. Section VI offers a method of specifying
IM product susceptibility in mul ticouplers and a method for
testing the device for compliance.
14

1 1 . 212~12-il ?^S^ MYTH CD
A. SPECIFICATION
Typical specifications for ii^ suscepti tilit y for Navj
rnul ticouplers are:
CU-1382/FHR 2 - 52 MHz
Better than 65 dB below two 0.5 ^olt r.m.s. input signals
CU-1399/FP.R 2-32 Mhz
Better than 60.5 dB "below two 0.25 Volt r.m.s. input
signals
The frequency or separation of the two signals are not
specified although they are chosen so that the second and
third order IM products fall inside the bandwidtn of the
device (e.^ . ? - 32 MHz )
.
B. DETERMINING THE CP.DER OF THE IM PRODUCTS
The order of the IM product is an indication of the
combinations of the two test sisjnal frequencies that result
in the IM frequency. If two signals of frequencies fl and f2
are used then the Order of the IM products are as follows:
15

2nd Crder- f = fl ^ f? or fl - f2
3rd Crder f = 2(fl) + f2 or 2(fl) - f2
= 2^f2) + fl or 2(f2) - fl
4th Order f = 3^fl) ^ f2 or 3(fl) - f2
= 3ff2) + fl or 3(f2) - fl
= 2(fl) + 2(f2) or 2(fl) - 2(f2)
and so on.
The total number of times the frequencies enter into the
calculation indicates the order of the Ii^. Usually fourth
order and hi,?^her are not considered significant due to taeir
reduced amplitude and being far removed in frequency. jiM
products are usually identified by taeir order and relative
suppression (R5\ which is the number of dB (^^iven as a
positive number^ that they are down from tlie two equal
amplitude input signals. The IM products can be convenien tl;'
measured on a sTjectrum analyzer presentation of tie
multicoupler output, with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
Figure 2 shows an example of a spectrum display with second
and third order IM. Harmonics of the two input tones are
also present at the input.
C ." INTERCEPT POINT
Another way of specifvin^ IM- susceptibility is with the
third order intercept point (I?K This can be determined









Figure 2. Third Order IM at 2 6 MHz and 2 8 MHz
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power of the fundamental is plotted in dSm. then output
pov.'er nf the thi^'d orde^ I'"^ versus inT)ut power cf the
fTindamental is also pl'^.tted in dBm. The straight line
extension cf the linear portions of each curve will yield a
point of intersection. The value, in dSm, on the input power
axis is the third order input I?. The value can te read off
the output power axis and the noint is called an output I?.
The input IP value will oe used here. The lar.ger tae value
of the I? the rnore "esistant tie device will oe to IM
distortion. Fi^u^e 3 shows the IP for the hif^h dynamic ranr;e
multicoupler bein^ evaluated. Reference 12] o'iv-s a more
complete discussion of this topic. The intercept point is
gaining in usage since it is mathematically independent of
the input signal amplitude and can be specified for any
order IM desired. This technique still relies on the use of
the two-tone input.
D. SHORT COMINGS
One short coming of the two-tone test is that it is not
a good model nf the real world H? spect^^um. The multicoupler
of interest is a wideband device, coupling the full 2-32
MHz range. The determination of the two-tone specification
which gives the multicoupler sufficient l^ resistance,
becomes an empirical and inexact problem. Reference [1]
presents survey results that show a receiving site on the

























Figure 3. Third Order Intercept Point
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from signals originating in "Europe. The rii.lticoupler at
fault was the CU-1099/FR?- whose specification nas teen
f^iven. The specification is inadequate for the si^-nal'
environment encountered.
Secondly, the device has to be viewed as peaic power
limited for both the input power it can receive and the
output power it can provide. Whatever the device's dynamic
range, there will be a maximum limiting value of input power
which produces the maximum available output power, bringing
the device to the boundary of nonlinear operation. P.ny
additional input will drive the device into the nonlinear
region. Complex waveforms will randomly add in-pnase due to
the large number of frequencies and phases involved. If t.iis
in-phase addition exceeds the peal<: input power, the device
will again be driven nonlinear. Hence, the pnase
characteristics of the input become important. The r.m.s.
voltage or average power indications do not include this
phase information. Therefore, the instantaneous voltage or
peak power must be used to indicate the level of complex
waveforms. If the period between input peaks, that drive the
device nonlinear, is equal to or less than the relaxation
time of the device, it will saturate and be held in
saturation. The impact of this periodicity is not evident
from a two-tone test source.
20

III. W^IT? "^OIS" "^ 'ST I Ma
i. BACIGRCUND
White noise loading is vilely used or telephnne systems
to measure the interrodiilat ion and cross tal'-c tl^at occur in
the system. Standards for the amount of noise that is
allowed to exist have heen established. These nave ^ant^^ed
from the subjective opinion of the user to current Sell
System Practices (B5?'^', International Telecommunications
Union (CCIR and CCITT) recomendat i ons , and U.S. military
standards (MIL-STD-ISS K Reference [3] presents a detailed
discussion of the ap-nlicatons of noise loading to telephone
systems.
B. NOISE LOADING TEST
The principle of the test involves Icadin-' a system,
cable, repeater or component with wfiite noise at tae input.
The white noise is ,?:ene^ated by a noise generator such as a
Marconi TF 2091B and is received with a noise receiver,
Marconi TF 2092B. The white noise is I'^enerated over a
bandwidth wider than the systems specified bandvidtn and
then bandlimited with the hif?hpass (HPF) and lowpass (LP?)
filters to equal the system bandwidth. The noise amplitude
is uniform. The noise is applied to the unit under test
(UUT). A banduass filter on the noise receiver is selected
21

and switched in line. The receiver reference neter is then
set to a reference level. Next, the e^enerator stc^^Dand
filter, which corresponds to the selected tandpass filter,
is switched in line. The total output noise power is neli
constant by an output monitor (ale). The receiver reference
meter is returned to the reference level h/ ad.justin,^ a set
of attenuators on the receiver. The attenuator reading .^iven
is the noise" power ratio (NPR) of the cross tal/.,
intermodulation , and thermal noise that exists in the
receiver passband.
C. NCISS POWER RATIO
The ^'?R is read from the noise receiver attenvatcr, in
decibels (dB) or picowatts. The N?R is the ratio of tae full
loading noise -Dover. in a narrow passbard, to tne noise
power in the passband after a matching stopband filter has
been switched in. The rest of the system remains fully
loaded. fi,!?UTe t. The NPR can also be thoup^ht of as the
nur.ber of dB an unused channel's noise is below the system
logdinp^ level. The MP? includes the thermal noise power,
also called baseband intrinsic noise (3], of the system.
Sophisticated techniques are available tc measure the
portion of the MPR that is thermal noise, as well as tnat
portion of the IM that is below the the^-pal noise level,
ref. r3l , Ul and f 5] . For this dicussion. the total IM,













Figure 4. Noise Power Ratio
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cf these utilize the devices limited power and contrihrte to
achievinf^ nonlinear conditions.
D. APPLICA3ILITY OF NOISE LOADING TO MULT ICCUPLZ'RS
White noise testinp; has been cf value in testing
telephone translation equipment, microwave repeaters. and
satellite transponders with up to ZliZ channels or
bandwidths up to 12 MHz. It is reasonable to extend this
type of testing to mul ticouplers . The two-tone test measures
IM prniu^ed bv just two input si,:;nals. This is not a
reasonable model of the H? spectrum. How rany signals should
be modeled in the ^assband? Appendix A shows the results of
some samples ta.^en of tae ? - 32 MHz spectrum. Any siven 5c0
IHz segment, contained an average cf 23^ signals for tne day
and ni^ht measurements taicen. Perhaps, a 2;?0 tone test would
be mo^e '^ealistic. If numerous 2?? tone tests are made and
averaged to develop some statistical descriptors, then what
has been achieved is the white noise test, done piecewise.
Examinations or p^ocessin-? of received riF signals is
most often done ove^ a finite bandwidth and not at a
discrete freouency. The process will usually examine a snail
bandwidth (e.g. 3 KHz) of the 2-32 MHz available th^ouga
the mult icoupler . The concern is for low IM in the 3 Liiz
bandwidth of interest. Th^ signal of interest must be
available and not buried in IM geneT'ated by the otne:' 29.997
MHz of signals at the multi couple^^ input. The white noise
24

test parallels this operation. It uses a wideGanl si--:'nal
source an^. examines a snail barxdwidta for IM.
E. EXAMPLE SPECTRA
The followin.T fi^-ures will show the use of the noise
^ererato^ and receiver set. The set used was the flarconi CA
2090B, consisting; of the T7 2?913 Noise Generator. the TF
2(?'P2B Moise receiver, and the "s" version filters. The
Marconi ""R" version filters a-^e those that conplv with the
current CCI? recorrmerdation 399-1 (197 4: ;. The
characteristics of these filters a^e given in ref. [3] and
[5]. As an exanple, the stopband filter for 5.-34:.l M'-I?; nas a
3Knz bandwidti at -7? dB , £ KHz at -3t^ dE and 28 rinz at -3
d3. The co-^respondin;^ tandpass filter has a 2 KHz band-i/idtn
at 7 d3 plus or minus 0.2 d3 and at -25 d3 the bandwidth
must be less than 20 percent above or below the nominal
cutoff frequencies [3]. Ei^u'^e 5 shows the soectral
characteristics of the noise generator output.- Figures 5
(a.) and ft.) show the full and bandlimited outputs. ?it,"ures
5 (c- and (d.) show the high pass (dPE) and low pass (L?E;
filter output characteristics and fi^:ures 5 (e.) and (f.)
snow the 5.34: MHz and 11.7 MHz stopband characteristics.
Two examples of the effects of passing tne stopband
through a device are shown in figures 6 and 7. Figure 5(a.)
shows 'the noise spectrum of the 11.7 MHz stopband at the











Figure 5. Noise Generator Output (A.) Full Spectrum











Figure 5. Noise Generator Output (C.) 315 KHz HPF









Figure 5. Noise Generator Output (E.) 5.3 4 MHz Stopband









Figure 6. 11.7 MHz Stopband, Amplifier (A.) Input
(B.) Output, NPR = 45.6 dB
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5(b.) shows tae output response. The stop band, has been
"filled in" '."/ith ir te^modulation products. Tne \?.i, measured
by the calibrated noise ^ec^ive^ was 45. P d3. The spectrum
anal;^zer displav indicates d.v. \'?P. a'^ound 31 d 3>
.
iMPR = ^-22 dBm Input) - ' -5Z d3n Noise in notch) = 31 d3
The spectrun analyzer horizontal sweep of 5C KHz with an I?
bandwidth of 1 IRz resulted in the display averaging some of
the noise at the edges of the stcpba^d into the center,
f<^ivin^ the appea^'ance of a highe'' N?R. The fixed, center
frequency 2 Kiz bandpass filter in tae noise recei/e- is not
effected in that wav and sives the rore accurate value of
N?P. ?i/:u^e 7 shows a siri^ilar display fo^ the iniJut and
output of a hif=;h dynamic ran,-:e multi coupler that was










Figure 7. 11.7 MHz Stopband, Multicoupler (A.) Input





Appendix A contains a summary of data gatnered from a
spectral analysis of the H? spectrum from 2 to 32 MHz. The
date was examined to determine the distritution of signal
amplitudes versus the numter of observed sii-;nals. The
combination of spectrum analyzer sweeT) time, display screen
persistence and photographic film speed yield an average
power or r.m.s. voltage sample. Any phase infcrmation is
lost and determination of the peak amplitudes of tae in
phase component additions is not possible. Pea'sc power or
instantaneous voltages will exceed the levels shown. The
data showed the mean signal amplitude '-/as -1!^^ d3m for tne
daytime survey and -95 dBm fo^* the nirhtire survey. Ove'^all
the mean was -98 d3m . The dynamic ran,^e of the si.^nals was
85 dS (-ZP to -115 dBm^
.
The total number of signals observed was 122^95 of wnich
8214 were observed in the daytime and the remainder at
night. No signals in excess of -30 d"3m were observed. The
noise floor of the spectrum analyzer was -120 dim, hence
signals below -115 dBm were not counted in order to exclude
noise from the analyzer. The data was found to be adequately
modeled by the log-normal distribution.
32

B . IN-?HASi 'IDDITICN
In-phdse a'^.ditioT of the 5i.e:r.al5 is an inipcrtant
consideration. The si/?nal p^aks vill eyceed the r.m^s.
values and may drive the device into nonlineai" operation.
This reauires that additional dynan^ic ran^e be desif;ned into
the device. This is thp ci:r of the in ternodii lation prcbleTi.
Sufficient dynamic ran^e and input pover capability will
prevent nonlinear operation and tnereby p-i^event
intermodula tion. This dynamic ^^an^e must account for the
total input instantaneous voltage or vea.k power levels. Ho--/
often the in-phase addition occurs and what are tne piaximuir;
levels, are the points bein^ ar.gued. These two questions can
be answered from a >novled2e of the instantaneous signal
voltage distribution (Appendix A).
Another parameter effected by the nature of tae
distribution is the required relaxation tine. The relaxation
time must be less than the average period of the in phase
additions that exceed the dynamic ranp-e . otherwise the
device may be held in a nonlinear mode, once driven into it.
C. IM TEST RESULTS
An IM test usin^ a single tone or freauency can be
conducted, although this type of test is generally
inadequate. No sinf^le tone tests were conducted. The




1 . Two-Tcne Test
Tests usin.^ the two-tone nethcd were conductea witli
two R7 signals at 9 and li? !^Hz , whicn were coTi'Dined in a
summing network: and applied to tae input of tne unit uncer
test (IIUT). as shown in fi.^ure £. The UUT output was
observed on a sppctri'm analyzer and the display was
photographed. The sifr'^al levels of hoth the input and output
were measured from the display and wita an Ej r.m.s.
voltmeter. Frequencies were verified with a di-^ital
frequency counter.
Figure 9 shows a typical innut and output spectrum.
Multiple tones were present at the input due to the
harmonics of the fundamental frequency .generated in the
si,:^nal ^generator. These were partially reduced Ly filtering,
hut were net fully eliminated. Slimination resulted in
insufficient inr)ut power to drive the test mult icoupler
nonlinear. Figure 1? is a graph of output power versus input
power and thi^d order IM power. The tnird order intercept
point is also plotted. The multicoupler tested had a 1 dJ5
compression point of -^24 dBM. The test equipment used could
not p^'ovide more than +19 dEM of input d^ive.
The power in an IM product depends on the power in
the fundamental frequency and the frequency of the IM
product itself. IM power is assumed to be a snootn and
quasi-linear function as is the multicoupler output. Figure
ll(a.) shows this in a graph of the second and taird orde^'
34
































































































total IM powe" of the test nrnl ti coupler output. Tae test
si^:-nals ve^e S MHz and 10 MHz. ?i,^u^e 11 f b . ; siiovs tne
individual p^wpr in each of " tne fou^ thlT^d order IM
P'^oducts. These curves show the variations that occur in tne
individual products. IM power should he reasured fcy a total
for the farily of products and not tv usin^: one product as a
representative sample.
2. V hi te Noise Test
The output spectrum of the Marconi OA ;£r:9yB Noise
Test Set is shown in fi^^ure 5. Technically the white noise
driving the unit under test is bandlimited wnite noise. For
"brevity it will he referred to as white noise or sirply
noise, when no aircif^uity will eTist. The wnite noise
produced oy the TF 2091E noise generator is landliTiited ty a
316 KHz hi.^hpass filter and a 12. od.? MHz lowpass filter.
These filters are used in testini^ 27^0 channel telepnone
syste^rs and ,^ive the widest bandwidth cf white ncise
commercially available. Ideally the bandwidth of the noise
should equal that of the system under test. Tne iull systen
bandwidth must be loaded to simulate full load conditions,
ref.[3. sec. 6.2], and it is that full load condition which
causes the saturation and IM products, ref. \Z, sec, 6.1].
In the tests conducted, full system bandwidth Ipadin^,' was
not achieved. The white noise occupied only 35 percent cf
the system bandwidth of the multicoupler and 7 percent of
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Figure ll(a.) Multicoupler Output, Second and Third
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Figure ll(b.) Third Order IM Power versus Input Power
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differences in dynamic ran^e, the amplifier could te driven
well into saturation, while tne tiijI ticoupler regained in a
linear Tiode. Hence, the actual IM products in ooth cases niaj
te noT'e severe than those shovn.
Figure 12 shows the test equiprrent conf ipruration for
the noise loa-^in.-^ test. The test was conducted as previously
described in section III.E. The N?? fo^' several levels of
loading can be plotted to .^^ive &n 'Ni?P curve similar to
figure 13, for the general purpose amplifier, and figure li,
for the high dynamic range mult icoupler . The N'PR curve can
be plotted in values relative to tne maximum MPR loading
level, figure 13, or in absolute values, figure 14. There
are three regions on the 'JPP curve. They are the linear,
maximum NPR and nonlinear regions. Reference [3] contains a
detailed discussion of these.
The three rer^ions are shown in figure 13. In tae
linear region, the signal to noise ratio remains constant.
The thermal noise is si<='nif leant compared to the
intermodulation and a 1 dB increase in loading should result
in a 1 dB increase in NPE. The signal to noise ratio ran be
expressed by:
SMPr = -10 log f aMa-1) ]
SNRr is the SNR relative to the S:MP at max. iM?E
































































































































10 20 dBM Input Loading
Figure 14. High Dynamic Range Multicoupler NPR Curve
t+4

In the nonlinear region, the thernal noise is
negligible compared to the interrr.odulat ion . A 1 d5 increase
in loading decreases the SMP.r "by ( a ) d3 and decreases the
NPP. by ( a-1 ) dB. The value of "a", the pT-edoninant order
of distortion can be determined from the nonlinear region of
the NPR curve. For example, in figure 13 "a' equals tnree
since :
Nonlinear Slope = 2 = { a-1 ) ; hence a = 3
Ir figure 14 the value of "a" can not be found since a
nonlinear region could not be measured due to insufficient
d ^i ve
.
In the maximum MPR region, figure 13, the thermal
noise is being overtaicen b.y the intermodulat ion [3|. In tne
amDlifier ( a = 3 ) measured ir figure 13. the thermal noise
is twice the IM at maximum NPR.
Thermal Noise Power = ( a-1 ) intermodulation power, [3]
In a second order system ( a = 2 ) the two would be equal at
maximum NPR. In figure 14: the maximum NPR of the
multicoupler was not reached.
In figure 13. the amplifier maximum NPR was reached
at -23 dBm of input power. The amplifier had a specified
maximum output of '?.5 volts r.m.s. into a 50 ohm load. taat
is +6.99 dBm . The 20 dB (plus or minus 1 d3) gain setting
was used. Thus, the maximun input power needed to oroauce
the maximum output was -13.01 dBm (plus or minus 1 dB). The
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N??. curve shows the practical peak: was reached 10 d3 sooner
at -23 dBn. It is this type of differen,ce cetween the
specification and actual operational capability that wnite
noise testin? should eliminate. The result will be nore
realistic specifications and device perf ordnance .
In fif:ure 14. a 1 dB increase in noise I'^adin^l
pi^oduced a 4.5 dB increase in '^PP instead of the expected 1
dB increase. It appears that the reason for this is that the
thermal noise was not si^^nif icantly larger than the
int ermodul aticn , as is iisijally the case. The tnermal noise
of this quality device was "below the noise floor of the
spectrum analyzer ( -120 dBm ) and could not be measured. A
source of the IM products, which would exceed ^this low
thermal noise level, appeared to be higher orde^ IM
products. Fii^ure 15(a.) shows a low level input to tne
multicoupler . Figure 15 (b. ) shows fourth, eighth and nintn
order IM products just appearing at -82! dBm. This level of
I^ would readily exceed the thermal noise level.
3. ComT)arison of Bo th Methods
It is difficult to carry out a strict comparison of
the two-tone and white noise methods due to the different
characteristics of the signal types involved. A preliminary
comparison was made to identify areas of superiority of one
method over the other. The comparison was conducted by
separately anplying either the two tones or the wnite noise










Figure 15. Tone Inputs (A.) and Low IM Output (B.)
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["ulticoupler. The NPP. and the relative sup.^ressi on irS) of
the third order IM products vere corr.pered.
Fi.^ure 16(a.) shews a ^raph of the M?R for the b.54
rHz an('. 11.7 ;iHz and the Iii R3 plotted against the in:3ut
power. Fi|C:ure IS'h.) shows the same NPR and IM RS plotted
a^Tainst the i^put volta.=ie. There is no radical difference in
these curves as wnnid be expected with the mul ticcupler
ope'^ating- well within the linea-" re.^ion "'f the dynar^ic
ran^e. Figure 17 shews the relationship cf the IM 'dS to the
NPP. graphically. This relationship is near linear with the
correlation cf these curves to a straight line bein,? o.91
for the 5.34 MHz curve and ^.99 for the 11.7 MHz curve.
Therefore, for linear operation either netnod of testin.j^
rr.iik'ht he sufficient, ^ut this is not the case for nonlinear
operation.
The level of IM in a device varies with the
frequency. For the multicoupler the MPR had different values
in each of the two stophands. These were closely related as
shown in figures 16 and 17. The NFR at 5.34 MHz ard 11.7 MHz
differed oy ^3.4 to 2.2 dB. This means multiple samples :nust
te taken. With several sets cf stcpband/handpass filters,
several frequencies within the passband of the device can be
measured to check: foi^ radical vai'iations in the >?R. Unless
several two-tone tests were made at a variety cf
frequencies. a significant r>bberaticn could easily be
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Figure 17. IM Relative Suppression versus NPR
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passband of the device^ while operating in a linear mode,
could be sufficient tc obscure a signal of interest.
Using the relative suppression of an order of IM
(usually the second or third order^ as a specif icatiOD
,
presumes that it is the predcminent order of distortion.
Measuring:: the N?R to devel'^p an MPR curve ^^ives the order of
the distortion without any presumptions. As already shown
the slope of the ronlineaT* re^-ion f^ives that value. To
determine the order by the two-tone method, would a^;Ain
require observation and analysis of several orders of IM
products at various input levels and frequencies* a len^^thy
procedure compared to the white noise method. There is also
the nontrivial problem of filtei^in,?: out the harmonics of the
test tones at the input.
The use of noise, to load the input, as a more
realistic model of the actual H? spectrum has already been
discussed. The partial in-phase addition of signal pea^s , as
is true in the HF spectrum, is more lively to occur with the




In-band intermodulat ion produces two effects: one is
spurious signals which may mask desired signals; the second
effect is power consumption and the attendant reduction in
dynamic ran5;e. Out-of-band IM produces only tne second
effect. Out-of-band IM can be eliminated by output
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filtering, but this just decreases trie limited T50wer of tne
device. Desi,?nin.^ an adequate dynamic rarifse will also
eliminate this IM, but once the device is driven nonlinear.
out-of-band IM mav occur. The arnount of out-of-band PI can
serve as a measure of the desie;n adequacy.
An example of out-of-band IM is shown ir fif-^ure 13.
I'.'ide band noise and a group of signals vere applied to the
input of the mult icoupler , fij^ure 13'a.''. The multicoupler
was designed for the 2-32 MHz RF band, however it did not
incorporate any output filtering. As a result, the device
showed an output response to 1?3 "-Vdz with negligible roll
off. This provided an examination of out-of-band IM. Figure
15''b.'' shows the output spectra. The noise only ani sirnal
only outputs above 60 MKz are less than -57 d3m. The output
with both signals present at the input shov.5 higher levels
due to the out-of-band IM. The signal at 59 Mdz is -65 d3m
vice -69 dSm and the noise is at -67 dEm vice -75 dBm. a
significant Dorticn of the available power is being spent
cut of band
.
By choosing the noise and signal levels properly.
the noise was given an envelope or modulation effect that
followed the envelope of the signals. This can be seen to
some extent in figure 19 by comparing the output to the







































Figure 19. Modulation Effect of Tones on Noise







A. ADVANTAGES 0? NOISE LOADING
The value cf the NPR in tne stopband provides an
excellent measure of the IM a desired signal would te buried
in, vnen the device is used. The noise generator and
"eceiver need not be colocated, thus actual si^-nal patns or
links can be measured. The NPR figure includes
interrnodL'lation
. c^'oss tal'^, and thermal noise, all of wnicn
contribute to masking a desired signal at the output cf the
multicouple^'. The N?F curve def'ived from the noise loading
test provides information on both linear and nonlinear
operation. It also allows for the determination of the
predominent order of the IM distortion. The noise test set,
consisting of tne noise generator, noise receiver. stopband
filters, ba'^dlimiting filters, and bandpass filters with the
accompanying local oscillators are contained in tv.'o units
which are compact, weigh approximately 4=3 pounds each and
are relatively easy to handle. The white noise loading
technique can be used to measure in-band or out-of-band IM
using filter sets for the appronriate frequency. There is no
problem cf filtering harmonics from the output as with tne
signal generators. Noise test set costs range from $o,/''^iJ
for the basic mainframes to $12,v^eJ for the complete set
with a nominal set of filters.
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3. DISADVANTAGES OF "iClS^. LOADING
No specifications or sta'^.dards for noise loadin.^ tests
for KF multicouplers are availatle. Tnese essentially will
have to te developed from experience and increased usase of
the noise loading technique. The v/hite noise used in tne
test is uniform in ar.plitude, the H? spectrum is not. This
appears sonevhat unrealistic, however it is much closer to
the truth tnan twc» sin<?ular test tones. This will result in
a fairly accurate, perhaps conservative figure of IM TDroduct
susceptihilitv. To achieve full loadinr^ of the entire
nulticoupler "bandwidth, a noise ,^enerator with a wriite,
bandlimited output from 2 to 32 MHz v/ill he needed. Surrent
generators are geared tovard telephone system handwidtns
which are mnch less than 3^ '^Hz . The cost of the system will
increase if the additional bandwidth is pr'^vided.
Fie<:ure 14: shews another problem, which is inadequate
output (^27 dBm) to drive the hisih dynamic ran.^e
multicoupler into nonlinear operation. This may he a trade
off with the increasinp of the output bandwidth, since more
total power will be present in the 33 MHz bandwidth. In
either case sufficient output to cause nonlinearity is a
must. This problem was also encountered with the 2-32 ^-luz
laboratory signal generators used in the two-tone tests.
These were also limited to a maximum output of +2^ d"Bm. Tnis
might be solved by additional amplification provided by a
high dynamic ran^e, low noise TDreanplif ier with a high tnird
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order intercept. The unit under test M^P 30uld ce measured
^y switchin=? in the stopland and "bandpass filters, and
settin,? the receiver reference to zero at the output of the
preamplifier. The unit under test output is then measured to
get the actual NPR reading.
C. NPR ACCURACY
Reference f3, sections 7.7 and 9.11] contains a detailed
description of M?F accuracies. This section will ^ive a
surmary of that reference. The overall accuracy of tne N?R
v;ill vary with the bandv;idth of the white noise, the center
frequency of the stophand and the level of tne stoptand NFR.
If a s:'"ste'^ has a hi^h NPR (very little I^i; tnat appriacies
the NPR of tne stopb^nd at the d-jenerator output, then a
correction ranging from 3 to 1^ d5 is added to the measi:red
system NPR. -s:ivin/? an improvement in tne system result. This
co^rectic^ is ^iven in ref. [3, section 7.7. fi:-:-ure 7.7.1] .
In addition the^e are several corrections tnat are
attributable to the noise generator and noise receiver.
These will vary with the equipment that is used. The
corrections for the Marconi CA 2<29'^B set are:
Accuracy of .^-enerator output:
accuracy of ale monitor
accuracy of output attenuator
jjl - +/- '<?.3 d£
c? - +/- 1.2 d3
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Accuracy of fcandlini tin,? filters ( ne.2ligible ,•
?l'?tne5s of -frequency response
_f_ ^ +/- '^.5 dB
Accuracy cf bandpass filters ( ne.-;li"-?ible
;
Accuracy of receiver attenuators JL. "^ ^'~ ^•'^ ^'^
Error due to switching in stoptand:
?or wideband systems ^>7.9 MHz'i _s_^ ^ 0.1 d2
The error due to switching in the stoptand '^esults f^om the
stopband filter elinin at in.s: , from the input.. some :)f the
frequency components that contT'ibute to the overall .^-jfR.
This could result in a better '^x°F.. For this reason the
narrow band "3 version" filters are now recommended. Only
one stopband filter should be switched in at a time. The
equations for ccmbiniDs- the above factors are ^iven in ref.
f3, section P-ll"" and are restated belcw. iov wideoand
systems, bandwidths -^f 7.8 MHz or mo^e. the total .\'??. error
is on the order of plus or minus 1.? d3.
a a a a.^r
Linear Re^i on :
e = f m* + ^^ + f" + r" ]
"^
Nonlinear Region
e = r (a-l f^ ^ + ^ ; + f + r j**-+ 5
The slot width error "'s" only effects the intermodulat ion
products and is not a factor in the linear region.
f^i?

The overall acc"i;.^aay of MPR neasurerents is wacllv
acceptable and can be closely con ti'ollel . Tne measiiremeri ts
are st.rais;rit forward and easily condnctei in the laboratory




\n . A H^ SPEC I ?I NATION'
•Jiven the significance and viability of usin^: noise
loading and NPR measurements to specify internodulation
product susceptibility, some guidelines and requirements for
v/ritin^ en NPR type of IM specification vill be presented.
Any specific fi.^ure of MPR will depend on the specific
device end its application. The exam^ole offered is for the
hi^'h dynamic ra^rce mul ticouT)ler , already discussed.
A. FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION
1 . N i 5 e Test Set Specifications
Current noise test set specifications have been set
forth by the International Telecommunications Union
committees, CCIR and CCITT. and are quite detailed. Early
problems with white noise testin";^ nave been resolved. To
avoid relocating many of these pitfalls, it would be pruaent
to utilize test sets that meet recommendation CCIR 399-1.
These correspond to the Marconi "b" version equipment. The
ITU recommendations for noise levels in telephone channels
are of little use. but the sections of the recommendations
dealing with the bandlimiting . stODband and bandpass filters
are applicable. The equipments now available are .^-eared to
the customary telephone test frequencies. In =;eneral, there

is an adequate selection of filtF^rs available which will
reduce the costs ani corfusion of a proliferation of new
filter freauencies.
2. Dvramic Range
The dynamic ran=:e of the device impacts directly on
the values of maxinum t'JPR and maximum 'MPH loadinfj;.
Specifying maximum NPP loading will fix the upper end of tne
dynamic range. The lower limit would then need to be
specified ty some minimum signal detectabi lity or other
measure. It would probably be best to continue to specify
the dynamic ran^e of the device separately. Keeping in mind
that it is closely tied to the IM product specification.
Moise power input levels could be ST3ecified. If the
dynamic ranfre of the device and the ran.-'^e of N^P over the
dynamic range is specified, then the noise powe" input level
is implied. If the IM is specified by a sinp:le desired NPR
fir;ure, then the noise power loadin.?^ for that level of \P?
should be .p-iven. This value of noise power input could be a
nominal value for the input loadings expected (also called
the zero transmission level), or it could oe the level of
input powei" needed to reach the 1 dB compression point.
The bandlimits also effect the input noise power
level. For HF mul t icouplers the band limits are 2-32 MSz
and the available noise banriwidth is apnroximatel y 12 MHz
with a flatness of plus or minus a half of a decibel.

Specif ice.ti ens . written at this time, will n.eve to reilect
this bandwidth limitation.
4. N?F level
The NPR level could be specified in several ways.
The MPP could te ^iven as a single value for a given input
loading level, such as the maximum NPF. loading level or 1 d3
conpression point le^'-el. Specifying an interreaiate value
should be avoided unless the slope of tne linear region of
the NPR curve is known or also specified, and that median
value is in the linear region. In this case the dynamic
range specification would have to be given also.
If the NPR was specified for a maximum NPR loading
level, a given slope of the linear ran-^e and a minimum
detectabili ty . then the dynamic range would not need to be
separately specified. The NPR could be stated as a minimum
to maximum ^ange, with a separate dynamic range
specification. The coincidence of the 1 d3 compression point
loading level and the maximum M?R loading level should net
be assumed. At 1 dB compression, the device may be operating
in either the maximum NPP or nonlinear region. Altnough
additional study is needed on this point, section l'J.C.2
indicated that maximum \'PR may occur befce the 1 dB
compression level.
Determining a reasonable value of .'>1?E will be
difficult initially. A selection can be made by comparing
the NPR of a device with its known third order IM
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specif icatior. . Empirical r^lat ionshiiDS such 2s fi.cure 17 mav
te usable u^til eract relationships and experience with
usa^e have "been developed.
5. Stc;)bands
The stopband filter specifications snould be taicen
from the current ITU recommendations. A specification saould
state the nunber and center frequencies of the stopbands at
I
which iMPE will be measured. The va'^iaticn of M?R with
frequency calls for a samplin,?; of a minirum of three
stopbands. CCIR/CCITT recommendations shov sa^^plin^ at
intervals of 500 KHz to 7 Mhz , dependin^T on the device
bandwidth. Spacin.? between stopbands should '^ot exceed seven
to ten me^ahpT'tz. The use of tnose stOTjband frequencies
available on the ma^'ket would produce satisfactory results
even with the lack of filters fc frequencies above lo MHz.
Out-cf-band stopbanc^s can be used t^ ta.ce out of
land measurements provided the filter sets are available for
the frequencies desired. Out-of-band I>^ which mi^^ht ietirade
total system performance could be observed on a spectrum
analyzer if the stopband and bandpass filter sets are not
available .
6. Order of Distortion
A new a'^ea of specification may be developed around
the MPE curve. Since th'^ order of p^edomirent distortion can
be determined from the NPH curve nonlin'ear region, it mi;,*ht
be desirable to specify this order of distortion. This
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ST)ecif ica ti on would reflect the desired siracefulr.ess of tne
svsten de/^radation. This fisiure would have a major effect on
t^i.e device desi<s:Ti and if poorlv chosen could lead to
inherent expense or capability not required. In the area of
class C amplifiers cr aardlimitin^;^ transponders. tnis type
of spec if icatio'^ coi^ld have important impact on specifying'
or quantizing the syste^i inte^modulation .
P. S'/.AMPLE SPZCIFICATICNS
7rom the discussion and data presented, a iaypot net ical
specification for the eiperimental hi=rh dynamic ran,:^e
multicoupler could be written. The 1 d5 co^Dressicn point is
known to he +24: d'^r. The signals likelv to he encountered
ran=^e from +5.5 dEm to -60 dBm. To account for tne in-pnase
additions, a losr-ncrmal si,^nal voltage distribution.
Appendix A. requires an additional 21 d3 of dynamic ran^e
for a total of 86.5 d'B . Assume that with nominal loa'^ing of
^5.5 d Br . a sif^nal of -6C^ dBm must be recoverable. Tnis
would reqire an N?R of 65.5 dB. Comparing this to fi.--;ure 17,
an equivalent third o^^der IM RS would be -82 dB. This may
seen to be an excessive figure wnen conpa^'ed with cu^^rent
multicoupler specifications. However, severe I'^ problems
exist in these mult icouplers . It is vcthwhile tc realize
that the back to back (noise generator connected directly to
the receiver) NP?. of the test set is around 70 to 75 dB
.
Measurements at a 65.5 dB level of NP3 require close
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ct tent ion tc tae errors already discussed. A sunmery of tne
above '^a ta is •
1 dE conpressior. point +2% dBn
Dynanic 'r^Sir^r.e 85.5 d3
N?E at 5.5 dPn loading! 55.5 d3
The sample specification mif^ht -^ead
:
The measured stopband NPR for internodulation, tnermal
noise and cross talk: shall he not less taan 65.5 dB for
an input loading of white noise of a handwidth from ol6
KHz tc 12360 KHz with a T)over level of +5.5 dBm. The N?il
shall be sampled at stopbands with center frequencies of
5.34: MHz and 11.7 MHz. The noise test set used snail
comply with recommendations CCI?. 399-1.
The measured stoiDband NPR at 5.3^ MHz and 11.7 MHz snail
be greater than 75 dB for bandlimited. white noise
loadinf? less than -4-0 dBm and a maximum '^IPP of 65.5 dB
for noise loading of +24- dBm. The N?E shall nave a
linear characteristic between these points. The wnite
noise will be bandlimited at 315 KHz and 12352 KHz. The





The test, n-^ocediire is straif'ht fi^vard. The bacrC to cacl^
N?F of the test set snould "be chec'^ied using the ^'eqiiired
input power at each stopband to "be rieasured. These are
recorded and would te used to apply the hif^h MPP. correction,
if needed. The unit under test is then connected between the
(generator and receiver, fi^^ure 12. The bandlinitinfi filters
and noise loadin,^ level are set. Ynv each s t opband/bandpass
filter pair, the receiver reference level is set with the
bandpass filter switched in. Then the stopband filter is
switched in and the receiver attenuators are adjusted to
restore the reference level. The NFR is read from tne
attenuator dial scales and the necessary corrections are
applied. This "orocedure is based upon a kncwledi;e of the
Marconi Instruments OA 209(?'B Noise Test Set anc should be
verified against manufacturers instructions if other test




The noise loading technique has been widely accepted hy
the ITU, Jell System, Intelsat, DOD and other a-^encies
involved with international and domestic telephone systems.
This method has been used to successfully test multiple
I
channel, wideband translation equipment, repeaters,
transponders and cables. The noise loadinig technique has
been developed, tested and standardized in these respects.
Application of this technique to wideband HF devices is a
new development. No established standards are available for
E? amplifiers or multicouplers , but the ap-olicaticn of the
technique is wholly valid and reasonable. Specifications.
practices and expertise will develop as usa^ie and acceptance
increase .
The measured NPR gives an accurate value of the
intermodulation products that are generated by the
nonlinearities or power limitations of the mul ticoupler .
Methods fo^ identifying^ both thermal noise and that nortion
of the intermodulation below the thermal noise level are
available ,ref . f3] , f4] and f5l . E^^ror correction tecnniques
can reduce M?^ errors to less than one decibel.
Additional research should be di^^ected toward the
determination of the relationship between tne maximum .M?R
loading and 1 dS compression points to determine if the
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specif icatinn of the upper lirit of the dynanic ran,-;e cy
using the maximum MPF loadin,£: point, is preferable.
Determination of the relationship of the third order
intercept to the NPR will allow conversion of old IM product
susceptibility specifications to the NPR type of
specification. This would allow a rapid b^oadeninr of a base
for NPR specification, if the relationship can he
quant if i ed
.
Intermodulation T)roduct production is dependent on the
nonlinear action of the device. Additional knowledge about
the nature of instantaneous signal voltage distribution and.
the frequency with which in-phase additions occur, will
broaden the understandina; of how these devices are driven to
the nonlinear re^^ion. Combining this with a knowledge of the
device relaxation time and maximum NPR loading will provide
a basis for exact specifications of IM product
susceptibility that will minimize costs and provide maximum
performance.
Additional research should also be conducted to
determine if IM product tests are sufficient with the
current bandwidth limits (12 MHz) of the white noise or
whether the full 2-32 MHz bandwidth will be necessary.
Sufficient Justification, in performance .rained, will be





The distritution of si2*nal peak voltages impacts
directly upon the dynanic range of an P.? device. Two
hypotheses in this field are currently being debated. The
debate centers on the nature of the distribution of peak
signal voltage versus the frequency of occurrence of that
voltage. The distribution determines the additional amount
of dynamic ran<?e, over the observed signal values, that is
needed to withstand the in-pnase addition of s^^all signals
that results in a sudden overload of the device input. The
two dist T'ibutions being suggested as models are:
1. That signal voltages are log-normal distributed, and
an additional 21 dB of dynamic range is needed.
2. That signal voltages are gaussian distributed, and an
additional 15 dB of dynamic range is needed.
The points to be considered in arguing these two views from
an HF communications viewpoint are many and varied. They
involve consideration of the near field, far field, Rayleigh
fading, D layer absorption, geographic location,




A cursory look at the protler was undertaken as part of
the preparation of this paper. Figure ^? shows the test
equipment conf i^Turat ion . The procedure was to use the
spectrum analyzer to examine tae EF spectrum for 3 to 32 MHz
in 500 KHz segments . '•^ach se^-ment was photographed for
record. The entire scan from 2 to 32 MHz was done once
during daylight and once during the ni^ht, to record two
distinct propagation conditions. The entire scan took
approximately four hours to record. Therefore, the frequency
scan also represents a time scan. The signals recorded on
film were troken into 5 dB ranges. The total aumter of
signal peaks in each 5 dB range were counted.
Several inaccuracies were induced using this form of
measurement. No error correction was attempted due to the
overall accr'^acy de5iT*ed. These errors include: the "o" of
the wire antenna was insufficient for the bandwidth
measured; the antenna was horizontally polarized; and high
signal peaks masked lov level signals on nearby frequencies
due to the nature of the photograph and the CRT trace. Mo
signals above -30 dBm were observed. The spectrum analyzer
noise floor was -120 dBm. Signals below -115 dBm were























12 d3 / division
-30 to -50 dEm as needed
50 KHz / division
5 sec / division
500 KHz
Fiigure 21 contains a sample of the photographs taken during
the daytime survey. A total of 12095 signals were observed






















Figure 22 shows the total distribution of the signals






































Figure 22. Spectrum Survey Results 2-32 MHz
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is scaled and then plotted on lo^-ncrmal or gaussian
proba"bility paper, the data will .-^ive a straignt line on tae
paper of the proper dis t^i^iution . Reference [6] was used for
this procedure of scalin,s: and oT-derin^; the data. The data
was plotted in straight line se,^ments representing the 5 d2
ran^e and the ran^^e of the numter of signals in it. Figures
23 and 24 show the log-normal and gaussian plots
respectively. The conclusion that can be drawn from such
plots is' whether the represented distribution is adequate,
questionable or inadequate as a model of the actual signal
distribution. When tri:ncated data or samples are ta.-cen, tne
curve will usually show deviation from a straight line near
the en is f 31
.
Figure 23 shows that for tne signals measured the
log-normal distribution is an adequate statistical
descriptor. Figure 24 shows that the normal or gaussian
distribution is an inadequate descriptor. It would be
concluded from this, that the dynamic range of a device
receiving the 2-32 MHz spectrum should include an
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The step by step procedure for taking an NPR measurement
is presented below. The procedure is for the Marconi
Instruments CA 2092E White Noise Test Set. Reference [5]
should he consulted when using this equipment. The procedure
may vary for other noise test sets.
A hack to back NPR should be taken for each generator
output level and stopband to be used. This value may be
needed to apply the ev^nr corrections. The back to back test
is made by connecting the generator output directly to the
receiver input. The procedure below applies to both the tactc
to back test and the system test.
The connections for the system test and back to back
test must be made with cables that match the generator
output and receiver input impedances (75 nhms ) . For system
tests the generator and receiver can be at separate
locations, such as at opposite ends of a multiplexed cable
or microwave link. A minimum of three, widely spaced
stopbands should be sampled.
The procedure is :
1. Turn en the generator and receiver.
2. Switch in the desired highpass and lovpass bandlimiting
filters on the generator.
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3. Switch on the noise output and adjust it to the level
that will be used for the system test.
4. Switch in the desired receiver bandpass filter.
5. Using the "Reference Set" knob, set the receiver meter to
the zero reference level. Adjust the attenuators if
necessary. The attenuator scales can be set to zero,
independently, without changing the attenuator Knob
position.
6. Switch in the generator stopband filter corresponding to
the selected receiver bandpass filter.
7. Adjust the attenuator knobs to restore the zero
reference. Do not change the "Reference Set" position. The
NPR can be read from the attenuator knobs and the receiver
meter to an accuracy of 0.2 d3.
8. Apply any error corrections that are needed.
9. Repeat the above procedure for the remaining
stopband/bandpass frequencies to be tested.
DO MOT SWITCH MOPE THAN ONE STOPBAMD FILTER IN LINE AT A
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